Digital Transformation Journey Video
Digital is changing everything, and the opportunity to
improve business performance has never been greater.
That’s why Accenture and SAP are collaborating at an
unprecedented level—from development through delivery—
to fully unlock the potential of SAP S/4HANA. We’ve
launched a bold, new program with four key components:

Here’s how we’re going to get started:
Accenture and SAP will work with you through a
Collaborative Business Case and Roadmap workshop
that will help you:

1. We are fusing our intellectual property to accelerate
the development of SAP’s S/4HANA digital core.

•G
 UIDE investments in industry and core solutions

2. We are driving industry innovation—developing and
delivering SAP S/4HANA industry cloud solutions. We
are already collaborating in chemicals, consumer products,
life sciences, oil and gas, retail and utilities with plans
for even more industry solutions in the future.
3. We are scaling SAP cloud services and delivery.

•D
 RIVE digital transformation with SAP and ecosystem

solutions
•D
 EFINE an end-to-end technology strategy and

implementation roadmap and
•S
 UPPORT the right technology investments.

In 2 hours, Accenture and SAP will provide a perspective
and analysis of digital transformation happening in
your industry.

4. And we are providing selective, joint consulting and
implementation services that enhance and accelerate
digital transformation for our clients.

In 2 days, we’ll identify the areas of greatest value in
your industry and align them to your specific business
imperatives.

Together, we can enable unprecedented speed-to-value
with our extensive industry and functional digital roadmaps.

Then, in 2 months, we’ll create a digital transformation
strategy and roadmap tailored just for you.
Accenture is working directly with SAP to co-develop
their core product and combine our best assets,
capabilities and knowledge to help shape your SAP
S/4HANA digital transformation journey.
We are ready now. Let’s get started.
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